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Abstract

Data mining is performed in hospital workflow data to obtain typical workflows. In this
project the hospital Real Time Location Systems (RTLS) data is used to observe the flow per-
spectives of the employees in the hospital. The aim of the project was to extract, identify and
characterize the workflows from the RTLS data collected within the emergency department
of a hospital. The data is analysed and sequences are extracted using self-defined sequence
extraction methods due to the lack of context and ground truth information. The extracted
sequences are labelled by aggregating rooms with different approaches. The workflows in
these labelled sequences are extracted using existing algorithms, clustering on sequences or
Longest common subsequence and process mining tools. The extracted workflows shows that
‘When the employees visits an interesting event, he/she will mostly likely visit the rooms that
are at nearest proximity to the interesting event’. Due to the lack of context information and
ground truth more zoomed in processes within the hospital were not obtained. The project
also provides recommendations for collecting data that would aid in discovering zoomed in
processes within the hospital.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Data mining aims at discovering novel, interesting and useful knowledge from databases.
Data mining is nowadays used in different business environment to provide the edge to their
business in many aspects. In case of retail the various uses of data mining is to approach the
targeted customers based upon their purchase history, predict the possible sales so stores have
appropriate arrangements to tackle them or decide upon the discount items [1]. In case of
banking data mining is used to determine the good loan and bad loan or detect the fraudulent
to protect credit card owners. In manufacturing determine the possible wear out time of the
machines and determine optimal control parameters for obtaining a better product [1].

Nowadays many modern hospital are capable of collecting a huge number of data such as
Electronic Health Records, Electronic Nurse Records and Real Time Location Systems data
of the employees. Data mining could be applied to hospital data to increase the work effi-
ciency or improve the quality of decision making. Few of the major dimensions in health care
management where data mining is applied are diagnosis and treatment, health care resource
management, customer relationship management or fraud and anomaly detection [2].

The clinical workflows in the hospital was explored to optimize the resources or define the
general procedures for a particular health condition in [3]. The Dutch hospital (AMC) data
was explored and the event logs collected related to a group of 627 gynecological oncology
patients treated in 2005 and 2006 and for which all diagnostic and treatment activities have
been recorded. The process for gynecological oncology patients was supported by several
different departments, e.g. gynecology, radiology and several labs. The process flow for dif-
ferent patients and the handover of work within the various department in the hospital is
analysed. This existing implementation proves the possibility of workflow analysis in hospi-
tal data. Workflow analysis is an interesting approach for the hospital workflow data. This
project is focused on extracting and characterize hospital workflows based on RTLS data.
The extracted workflows will be analyzed to identify important workflows in the hospital and
how these workflows are organised within the hospital.
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1.1 Problem description

Given a hospital workflow-related data, where the entities (nurses, physicians, patients etc.)
locations are recorded by sensors on regular intervals, the project focuses on extracting im-
portant workflows i.e., analyzing the sequential workflow data and highlighting the important
workflows discovered in the hospital.

1.1.1 Objectives

The objectives of this project are:

1. Analysing the Real Time Location Systems (RTLS) data.

2. Developing sequence extraction methods which captures workflows of the employees.

3. Developing labelling approaches for the RTLS data.

4. Identifying workflows from the extracted sequences.

1.2 Solution Approach

Figure 1.1 shows the overall framework for this project. The input data is pre-processed to
select relevant data. From the pre-processed data the sequences are extracted. The extracted
sequences are labelled to improve similarities between sequences. The labelled sequences are
mined to extract workflows. Extracted workflows are analyzed to identify important workflows
within the hospital.

Figure 1.1: Workflow mining framework

1.2.1 Challenges

The challenges in this project are as follows:

1. The extraction and labelling of sequences due to the lack of context information and
ground truth.

2. Workflow extraction due to the dynamic behaviour of entities within the emergency
department of a hospital where the data was collected.
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3. Analyzing the extracted workflows due to the lack of ground truth.

These challenges were solved by:

1. Extracting sequences only for nurses assuming that they are most involved with the day
to day activities within the emergency department of the hospital.

2. Extracting shift sequences for nurses.

3. Extracting localized sequences for nurses based on the room type within the emergency
department.

4. Labelling extracted sequences to improve similarities between the extracted sequence.

5. Applying workflow extraction techniques to identify the common workflows.

1.3 Main Results

The Real Time Location Systems data was analysed. Based on the analysis the sequence
extraction methods where defined. The sequence for the nurse were extracted. From the
extracted sequences, shift sequences and localized sequences were obtained. These sequences
were labelled which the notion of abstraction, frequency and location. The sequence extrac-
tion methods and labelling approaches could be used for similar RTLS data irrespective of
the domain. The frequent workflows from these sequences were obtained using the longest
common subsequence(LCSS)[4] technique and by clustering them using hierarchical cluster-
ing [5]. Observation on the clusters shows that majority of the workflows in the emergency
department of the hospital is organised such that when a nurse visits a room the rooms in the
nearest proximity were also visited. Similarly the process model generated by process mining
tools such as ProM [6] and Disco [7] highlights that when a nurse visits a room the rooms in
the nearest proximity were also visited. Due to the lack of context information and ground
truth it was not possible to validate these observation. This kind of workflows are observed
around the stations in the hospital.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The remainder of this report is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents an overview about
the RTLS data obtained from the hospital. Chapter 3 describes sequence extraction methods
and labelling approaches that prepares the data for workflow extraction. Chapter 4 explains
the various workflow extraction techniques performed to find the most frequent workflows.
In Chapter 5 the process mining tools used for workflow exploration are discussed. Chapter
6 presents the discussion and lessons learnt from the thesis. In Chapter 7 the conclusion,
general optimization suggestions and future work related to this project is discussed.

1.5 Literature Study

The existing frequent itemset or pattern mining techniques are applied in various domains.
Consider domains such as click stream a sample definition of a sequence start when a user
enters a webpage of as shopping site and sequence end when he/she exits the webpage with
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or without a purchase. These kind of sequences could be analysed to view the most visited
pages by all the users who accessed this online shopping site or their pattern of purchase or
whether he is a potential buyer. The hospital domain is similar to the click stream domain
such as a sequence starts with ‘Patients entry’ into the hospital and ends with the ‘Patients
exit’ from the hospital or in certain cases ‘Patients admission’ and ‘Patients discharge’ into
the hospital. Due to the similarity in the domains. The data mining techniques used for min-
ing clickstream data could be suitable candidates for exploration of this hospital domain data.

Exploration for worklfows can be performed by various frequent itemset or sequential pat-
tern mining algorithms available in the market. Few of these existing algorithms are Apriori,
FP growth, GSP, Spade, Prefix span, Wap, Plwap and Lapin. Apriori could be used to find
the frequent itemset or the general trend in the data i.e., especially used in retail to help in
marketing , advertising, inventory control etc. [8].Improved Apriori could be used in case of
large database. Apriori is used mostly in case of transaction data rather than a sequential
data which is used to generate singletons, pairs, triplets etc. With respect to hospital data
the general trend would be the procedures carried out in order such as detecting the patients
issue and then providing necessary treatment. These kind of trend in the data could be found
to determine the most common trend in a workflow. FP-growth, for mining the complete
set of frequent patterns by pattern fragment growth. Efficiency of mining is achieved by a
compressing larger data into smaller data structure FP-tree which avoids costly, repeated
database scans, pattern-fragment growth method to avoid the costly generation of a large
number of candidate sets and a partitioning-based, divide-and-conquer method is used to de-
compose the mining task into a set of smaller tasks for mining confined patterns in conditional
databases, which dramatically reduces the search space [9]. GSP is used mine sequential data
which is ordered with respect to time and used to predict the most frequent sequential pat-
terns based user specified minimum support. GSP is much faster than the Apriori algorithm
as it scales linearly with the number of data-sequences, and has very good scale-up properties
with respect to the average datasequence size [10]. PrefixSpan is a sequential pattern min-
ing algorithm which recursively projects a sequence database into a set of smaller projected
sequence databases and grows sequential patterns in each projected database by exploring
only locally frequent fragments. It mines the complete set of sequential patterns and sub-
stantially reduces the efforts of candidate subsequence generation [11]. Spade is an algorithm
for fast mining of sequential patterns in large databases. This approach which make multiple
database scans and use complex hash-tree structures that tend to have sub-optimal locality,
SPADE decomposes the original problem into smaller sub-problems using equivalence classes
on frequent sequences. Not only can each equivalence class be solved independently, but it
is also very likely that it can be processed in main-memory [12]. GSP performs multiple
database scans in the mining process and prefixspan also generates many projected database
to overcome these disadvantages WAP algorithm was developed. This algorithm initially
scans the database twice and creates a WAP tree which is mined in a bottom-up manner by
recursively building the intermediate conditional bases and trees to generate frequent pattern
[13]. PLWAP algorithm was developed to eliminate the recursive reconstruction of the wap
tree. PLWAP algorithm achieves less response time with the help of wap algorithm and a
position code mechanism for remembering the stored database, thus, eliminating the need to
re-scan the original database as would be necessary for applications like those incrementally
maintaining mined frequent patterns, performing stream or dynamic mining [14]. In order to
tackle the large search space and handle long pattern in the database another novel algorithm
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was developed named LAPIN. LAst Position INduction sequential pattern based on the idea
that the last position of an item s is the key to judge whether a frequent k-length sequence
pattern could be extended to a frequent (k+1)-length pattern by appending it with the item
s [15]. These frequent itemset and sequential pattern mining algorithm can be used to the
mine the hospital data to obtain the most frequented itemsets or sequential patterns. These
itemset or the pattern mined will depict the set of procedures or treatments performed most
frequently for a particular condition.

Due to the similarity with the clickstream domain the clustering techniques used in these
data could be considered for the hospital domain. Clickstream data clustered created using a
Self-Organizing Map with Markov chain models. Then the analyst can interactively explore
the clusters through an intuitive user interface which is used to either summarization of a
selected group of data or further refine the clustering result [16]. An another algorithm for
clustering webusers based on a function of the longest common subsequence of their click-
streams that takes into account both the trajectory taken through a website and the time
spent at each page [4] could be used to find the similarity measure between the trajectories
in the hospital. Also clusters of similar users by partitioning a similarity graph obtained by
normalized polar distance where nodes are users; edges are weighted by clickstream similarity.
The partitioning process leverages iterative feature pruning to capture the natural hierarchy
within user clusters and produce intuitive features for visualizing and understanding captured
user behaviours [17].

For a time series data from multiple domain such as financial market, Medical data, earth
science application, machine state monitoring, spatio-temporal data can be clustered by the
various existing similarity and distance measures along with the various time series clustering
techniques are described in [18]. This data could be compared with the spatio-temporal data
where the patients position(x and y coordinates) might change with the time i.e. they visit
multiple rooms during their treatment.

Another similar domain is shopping domain. A shopping path clustering algorithm with
sequence pattern matching method, LCSS (longest common subsequence) method, which
groups similar moving path for shop in order to understand characteristics of shopping [19].
The shopping paths can be matched with the patients trajectory depending upon their phys-
ical condition their paths of treatment might differ thus grouping based on their treatment
procedure.

LCSS (longest common subsequence) algorithms (for two input strings) and their be-
haviour in various application environments are discussed in [20]. By performing these LCSS
comparison the most often visited set of events could be obtained which might depict the
flow of the most frequented steps involved for a particular condition. The techniques for
analysis and retrieval of object trajectories in a two or three dimensional space. Such kind
of data usually contain a great amount of noise, that makes all previously used metrics fail.
Therefore, here we formalize non-metric similarity functions based on the Longest Common
Subsequence (LCSS), which are very robust to noise and furthermore provide an intuitive
notion of similarity between trajectories by giving more weight to the similar portions of the
sequences [21]. The objects trajectories in our domain are the nurses who are moving around
the hospital. Clustering these LCSS based on their similarity might show clusters, where
each of these clusters represents a particular health condition along with their various paths
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or procedures performed for that condition.

Hospital workflow mining is discussed in [3] and [22]. The paper [3] demonstrates the
applicability of process mining using a real case of a gynecological oncology process in a Dutch
hospital. Using a variety of process mining techniques, we analysed the healthcare process
from three different perspectives: (1) the control flow perspective, (2) the organizational
perspective and (3) the performance perspective. The key contribution of the paper [22] is
to develop a new process mining approach to find a set of clinical pathway patterns given a
specific clinical workflow log and minimum support threshold. The proposed approach not
only discovers which critical medical behaviours are performed and in which order, but also
provides comprehensive knowledge about quantified temporal orders of medical behaviours in
clinical pathways.

Process mining tools which can be used to analyse the workflow data are ProM [6] and
Disco [7]. ProM is an pluggable environment for process mining from event logs where each
event represents an activity, each event refers to an case (Process instance), each event can
have a performer and events have a time stamp such that they are ordered [6]. ProM provides
various miners for analysis and creation of a model from the cases. The inductive visual miner
in ProM which aims to bridge this gap between commercial and academic tools, by combin-
ing the executable semantics of academic tools with the exploration support of commercial
tools. It also adds animation and deviation visualisation capabilities [23]. The fuzzy miner
in ProM is used to provide meaningful abstractions of operational processes encountered in
domains ranging from healthcare and logistics to web services and public administration.
This is performed by considering two metrics (1) Significance (frequency of the events in the
logs) and (2) Correlation (how closely related are two events in the logs) [24]. Episode miner
discovers frequently occurring episodes in event logs thereby exploiting the fact that events
are associated with cases. Episode discovery discovers local patterns in complex processes and
conformance checking based on partial orders. It also discover episode rules to predict behav-
ior and discover correlated behaviours in processes [25]. The Pattern Abstractions plugin in
ProM [26] has been implemented as a log visualizer in ProM that caters to the discovery of
common execution patterns and the definition of abstractions over them to obtain abstract
patterns. Disco is a commercial process mining tools existing which helps in provides auto-
mated process discovery, detailed statistics (Related to time, activity and cases), filters (To
drill the data).

9



Chapter 2

Data description

The Real Time Location Systems (RLTS) refers to a group of technology whose main function
is to automatically determine the location (generally within a building) of a person or an
object in real-time. Thus all the rooms are provided with beacons and tags or badges are
coupled with the function type of the wearer (nurses, physicians, equipment, patient etc.).
With these hardware set up the movement of all the people within the hospital building and
also the time spent in a particular room can be tracked. With these data various workflows or
treatment procedures performed with respect to the patients health condition can be detected
and which could be beneficial to the organization. The data provided for these exploration
are described in Table 2.1.

Out of the data explained in Table 2.1 the data which is required to find the frequent
workflows or treatment procedures or workflows in the hospital are shown in Table 2.2 along
with the reason behind the selection.

In the data provided the different room types in the hospital, the number of rooms under
each room type along with the room type description (Intuition and ground truth) is shown
in Table 2.3.

The data points which plays a vital role in finding the treatment procedures performed
by the nurses or the process flow of the nurses are

1. The patients movement along with their context information such as health condition
or personal information (age, allergy information etc.)

2. The nurses activity context information i.e., the data has information about the purpose
of visiting a room in the hospital.

These two above mentioned points are not captured in the data due to the privacy issues of
the patient, thus only providing the information of the employees movement in and out of
various rooms in the hospital. To extract the sequences related to the flow perspective of the
nurses, the preparatory steps performed on the data are explained in Chapter 3.

The Figure 2.1 shows the floor plan of the hospital and the rooms in the hospital. The red
circles enclosed with numbers represents rooms in the hospital and the blue lines connecting
these red circles represent the paths to visit or exit a room.
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Table 2.1: Data provided

Data Description

UTC TIME This data records the exact time an entity enters
into an room in the hospital (Numerical value).

TAG ID Tag identification card is carried around by all
entities in the hospital(Numerical value).

BEACON ID Each room in the hospital is provided unique
beacon id (Numerical value).

BUTTON1, BUTTON2, BUT-
TON3, BUTTON4

These are the buttons provided in the badge
where each button represents an activity per-
formed by the badge holder (Boolean value).

MOTION This indicates whether the entity is in motion
(Boolean value).

LOW BATTERY This indicates the badges charge condition
(Boolean value).

TAG TYPE This indicates the type of tag (Numerical value).

DURATION INFERRED This is used recognize unreliable data and fil-
tered away (Numerical value : Time in seconds).

TAG ROLE The function type of the badge wearer (String
eg: Nurse).

ZONE NAME The room visited by the tag (String eg: Exam
#14).

ZONE TYPE The type of the room visited (String eg: Exam).

ZONE CENTER X,
ZONE CENTER Y

Theses are current rooms centre coordinates in
the floor plan coordinate system (Numerical val-
ues).

DOOR TO NEXT ZONE X,
DOOR TO NEXT ZONE Y

These are the centre of the connecting door/pas-
sage from current to next room. In coordinate
system of the floor plan (Numerical values).

TAG SPEED The estimated momentary tag speed in [units of
floorplan]/sec (Numerical value).

TIME IN ZONE The total time of the tag spent in the current
room (Numerical value : Time in seconds).

NUMBER OF TAGS IN ZONE This indicates the number of tags present at the
time stamp moment in the same zone (Numeri-
cal value).

TAGS IN ZONE All tag IDs present in the zone at the
time stamp moment (Numerical value eg :
“585952;586042;586098”).

11
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Table 2.2: Data selection and the reasons behind the selections

Data selected Reason

UTC TIME This data is used to differentiate the similar badge id based
on their time.i.e badge ‘585678’ is used in day1 is different
from badge ‘585678’ used in day2. For privacy reasons the
same nurse can pick different badge ids on different days.
The badge ids are unique for an employee type not for an
employee.

TAG ID This data is essential to differentiate each employee of each
type during their shift.

TAG ROLE Type of the employee is required for extracting the relevant
or specific employee type data (nurse).

ZONE NAME This is the room where the activity is performed by the
employee. Hence require.

ZONE TYPE The type of the room in which the activity is performed.
This data could be used for exploration based upon the room
type.

TIME IN ZONE The time spent could be useful in some cases to calculate
the similarity measure or determine whether a particular
activity falls under common or a rare one or
for a time statistical analysis after the workflow extraction.
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Table 2.3: Number of rooms in the hospital under each room type

Room Type Number of rooms
grouped under
the room type

Room type description

Exam 25 The room where patients are exam-
ined and treated.

Station 8 The room where the task is located
for employees or reported by the em-
ployees. This rooms acts as an or-
chestrator for the hospital.

Storage 8 The medical supplies needed for the
patient is stored in these rooms.

Triage 1 The rooms where patients wait
based on the order of treatment of
(patients or casualties).

Lab 2 The room used for Laboratory pur-
poses.

Badge
Kiosk

1 The room where the employees col-
lect their badge-id before the start
of the shift.

Lounge 1 The room where the employees take
break.

X-Ray 1 The room where X-ray is performed.

Wait 1 The room where patients wait for
their treatment.

Corridor 27 The rooms which acts as a transit
between various rooms in the hospi-
tal.

13
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Figure 2.1: The floor plan of the hospital
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Chapter 3

Data preparation

We are interested in the workflow of the employee type “nurse”, because they are involved
with the day to day procedures within the emergency department of the hospital and also
move closely with the patient to help and guide them throughout their treatment procedures.
The data for the employee type nurse is retrieved from the input raw data based on the
based on the “TAG ROLE” specified in Table 2.1. To identify frequent workflows, sequence
should be extracted. From the input raw data room type “CORR” are not considered for
extraction, since they represents the corridors in the hospital and most likely used as a transit
to enter rooms. The start point and end point should be defined to extract the sequences. In
general start point indicates a start of an activity and end point indicates an end of the same
activity. Due to the lack of the context information the sequence extraction is performed in
few alternative ways as described in Section 3.1. The extracted sequence is then labelled to
find the most frequent workflows. Sequence extraction approaches are discussed in Section
3.1. Section 3.2 discusses the labelling approaches.

3.1 Sequence Extraction

Sequence extraction is performed to create input sequences that will be used to identify work-
flow patterns. The sequence extraction methods described in this section can be applied to
all employee type within the data set. Within the scope of this work, sequence extraction is
performed for employee type ‘Nurse’. The extracted sequence is used for labelling in Section
3.2.

3.1.1 Shift sequence extraction

The employees of the hospital are provided with a badge-id in accordance to their job type.
The same badge-id can be used by a different employee performing the same job type on the
same day or the next day i.e., the badge-id is not unique to an employee but to an employee
type. The employees carry the badge-id during their work and return the same by the end of
the work. A shift starts when a particular employee enters the hospital collecting the badge-id
via Badge kiosk in staff lounge and ends when the badge-id is returned to Badge kiosk in
staff lounge in most cases. Corner cases such as badge-id not being returned to badge kiosk
in staff lounge or the badge-id is not collected from the badge kiosk are handled differently.
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The ground truth specifies that an employee works for about 12 hours during a shift. But on
analysing the data, the time spent by most of the employees during a shift is not exactly 12
hours but ranges between 8-13 hours.

Based on the ground truth, analysed data, entry and exit points of the employee, the
sequence for the complete shift is extracted. In the hospital few nurses could be in charge
of reception on a particular day, few others in charge of the wards etc. So those who have
similar workflows will be grouped. The ground truth for such workflows is not available in
this dataset. But it is assumed that the grouped workflows will be localized to a certain part
of the hospital based on which the mapping of workflows belonging to reception or workflows
belonging to the wards can be done.

Algorithm 1 Shift sequence extraction

Require: data, raw input data
Require: emp type, employee type
Require: s start, shift start
Require: s end, shift end
Require: s duration shift duration range
1: data cor ← RemoveCorridor(data)
2: badgeids← RetrieveBadgeId(emp type)
3: for each badge ∈ badgeids do
4: shift count← 0
5: new shift← True
6: for each seq ∈ data cor do
7: id← seq.badgeid
8: curr time← seq.time
9: curr room← seq.room

10: if (badge = id) then
11: if (curr room ≥ s start) ∧ (new shift) then
12: shift count← shift count + 1
13: shift seq[shift id] = seq
14: new shift← False
15: else
16: if (curr time ≤ s duration) ∧ (seq ≤ s end) then
17: shift seq[shift id] = seq
18: new shift← True
19: else
20: Addsequenceforcornercaseanalysis
21: end if
22: end if
23: end if
24: end for
25: badgeid shiftseq[badge]← shift seq
26: end for
27: return badgeid shiftseq
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Given an input data shown in Table 3.1, the shift sequence extraction algorithm 4 output
is shown in Table 3.2. Room type BadgeKiosk is defined both as the start and the end point
and the shift sequence duration range is [11–13] hrs. Table 3.2 show the normal case in Shift 1
where the entry and exit of the employee is via the Badge kiosk in staff lounge with a shift
duration of 12 hours and 37 minutes whereas Shift 2 depicts one of the corner cases where
the nurse starts the shift from the Badge kiosk in staff lounge but does not drop off the badge
before exit. Figure 3.1 shows a diagrammatic representation of the shift sequence extraction.

Figure 3.1: Shift sequence extraction.

Table 3.1: Preprocessed data for extracting sequences. The cell marked in blue shows the
start of a shift and the cell marked in red shows the end of the shift.

Badge ID Unix time Room Timespent(sec) Room type

1 1413932319 Badge kiosk in staff lounge 126 Badge

1 1413952637 Central nurse station 113 Station

1 1413959330 ED reception 4 Station

1 1413959407 Exam #14 51 Examination

1 1413959495 ED reception 3.6 Station

1 1413963726 Storage next to Exam #12 54 Storage

1 1413976884 Badge kiosk in staff lounge 2 Badge

1 1414077631 Badge kiosk in staff lounge 12 Badge

1 1414103354 ED reception 5 Station

1 1414105893 Exam #17 36 Exam

1 1414107035 Charting area 4 Station
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Table 3.2: Shift sequence extracted.

Shift ID Unix time Room Timespent(sec) Room type

Shift 1 1413932319 Badge kiosk in staff lounge 126 Badge

Shift 1 1413952637 Central nurse station 113 Station

Shift 1 1413959330 ED reception 4 Station

Shift 1 1413959407 Exam #14 51 Examination

Shift 1 1413959495 ED reception 3.6 Station

Shift 1 1413963726 Storage next to Exam #12 54 Storage

Shift 1 1413976884 Badge kiosk in staff lounge 2 Badge

Shift 2 1414077631 Badge kiosk in staff lounge 12 Badge

Shift 2 1414103354 ED reception 5 Station

Shift 2 1414105893 Exam #17 36 Exam

Shift 2 1414107035 Charting area 4 Station

3.1.2 Interesting event sequence extraction from a time window

From the input data it is observed that the workflows within emergency department vary
widely. This could be because of different workflows or procedures that are followed based on
patients health condition. Certain room or set of rooms can be grouped under an assumption
that a specific set of activities only happen in those rooms. For example a particular group
of exam rooms are used for handling injuries such as fracture or internal injuries and another
group of rooms for patients with cardiac problems. This type of optimizations is an essential
factor in a hospital domain because it would be easy to treat a patient in a room for a partic-
ular health condition rather than carrying the equipments to different rooms. So by defining
rooms or stations as interesting event and by defining a time window before and after the
interesting event it is possible to find workflows that are specific to certain rooms or stations
within the emergency department. For instance let the interesting event be ‘Room A’. By
extracting the rooms visited before and after visiting ‘Room A’, the paths taken to enter
and exit the interesting room are captured that could be used to identify frequent workflows.
‘Interesting event’ could be any room in the hospital whose frequent workflows needs to be
extracted.

A time window is specified to capture the rooms that are visited before and after the
interesting event. Specifying a time window provides sequences with rooms that are related
to the interesting event. Extracting without a time window would lead to sequences similar
to shift sequences extracted in Section 3.1.1 by capturing entire shift movement. If the time
window is small then the length of the extracted sequence will be small and the repeated
sequences will increase. On the other hand when the time window is large, the chance of
repeating subsequences increases while repeating sequences will decrease. Since the data does
not contain context information, the time window is defined by brute force method starting
with 1 minute and increasing in steps of 1 minute to identify a suitable time window. In this
way all the possible paths or workflows with respect to the interesting event are selected.
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These sequences are extracted from the shift sequence extraction data obtained in Section
3.1.1. Figure 3.2 is a diagrammatic representation of this sequence extraction method.

Figure 3.2: Interesting event sequence extraction from a time window. Interesting event =
Station A and time window = 1 minute.

Algorithm 2 Interesting event sequence extraction from a time window

Require: shift sequence, shift sequence data
Require: interesting event, interesting event
Require: time window, time window
1: interesting sequence← []
2: for each seq ∈ shift sequence do
3: curr room← seq.room
4: if curr room = interesting event then
5: l← []
6: l← l.append(getpreviousdata(seq, time window))
7: l← l.append(getnextdata(seq, time window))
8: interesting sequence.append(l)
9: end if

10: end for
11: return interesting sequence

Table 3.3: interesting event sequence extraction illustration. Input data Table 3.1. Interesting
Event = ‘Exam #14’, time window = ‘5 minutes’.

Sequence ID Unix time Room

Sequence1 1413959330 ED reception

Sequence1 1413959407 Exam #14

Sequence1 1413959495 ED reception

Table 3.3 shows the extracted sequence for an interesting event ‘Exam #14’ with a time
window of 5 minutes. All occurrences of ‘Exam #14’ are considered and the rooms visited
before and after ‘Exam #14’ within a time span of 5 minutes are considered as the sequences.
The rooms that does not fit into this time window are not a part of the sequence extracted.
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3.1.3 Interesting event sequence extraction from time window by using
event time

The method is similar to sequence extraction described in Section 3.1.2. But instead of
only using the room as interesting event, the method also includes the time spent in the
room as a similarity measure to define the interesting event. For example consider a room
which is used to treat patients with cardiac problems. The general time spent for a patient
with minor cardiac or false alarm will be less than the patients with actual cardiac problem.
The time event is specified by calculating the median time spent on a particular room. By
including the median time as an event, events that are similar are captured. In this way less
repetitive events that could otherwise negatively influence common workflow identification
are removed. If the calculated median time for ‘Exam #14’ is 40 secs then based on the shift
sequence shown in Table 3.1, no sequences will be extracted in this method. Because the time
spent on ‘Exam #14’ is 51 secs which is above the specified median value. So only selective
number of sequences are extracted with respect to the interesting event thus ignoring cases
that happen less frequently. Figure 3.3 is a diagrammatic representation of this sequence
extraction method.

Figure 3.3: Interesting event sequence extraction from a time window using event time.
Interesting event = Station A , time window = 1 minute and median time in Station A = 60
secs.

3.1.4 Station wise trimmed sequence extraction

The input data contains various stations. Each station has a different set of responsibilities
such as ‘Station A’ is in charge of intensive care unit and ‘Station B’ is in charge of tempo-
rary cases. So the sequences related to a particular station could be extracted to determine
the most frequent workflow related to that station. In station wise sequence extraction, in
addition to the station information the interesting events for that station is also specified.
Interesting events are rooms that are visited frequently from the station and at nearest prox-
imity to the station. Any data outside the interesting events is not part of the extracted
sequence or trimmed.

A general observation over the data shows that when a nurse visits a particular station
the next few paths taken might be to the rooms which are closely related and at nearest
proximity to the station as shown in Figure 3.4. A visit to another Station is considered as
a different sequence. Since the extracted sequences is always related to a particular station,
it could represent a localized workflow for that station. Shift sequence data from Table 3.2 is
used for station wise extraction. The algorithm for station wise trimmed sequence extraction
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is given below.

Figure 3.4: Example station wise analysis. Nurse visiting Station A, visits Exam A, Exam
B and Storage A frequently. Exam B and Storage B are visited less often. Grouping the
frequently visited rooms will provide localized workflow for the station.

Consider the ‘ED reception’ as an interesting station from the shift sequence shown in
Table 3.2. Based on the algorithm, Shift 1 started from ‘badge collection’ room and the next
visit was to ‘Central nurses station’ so those rooms were not considered as a sequence. The
rest of the events in the Shift 1 are considered as Sequence 1. Similarly Shift 2 which has
‘Charting area’ is another station in the hospital and hence not part of the station sequence
of ‘ED reception’. From Table 3.2 2 sequences extracted with respect to interesting event ‘ED
reception’ are shown in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Station wise trimmed sequences for ED reception.

Sequence ID Unix time Room

Sequence1 1413959330 ED reception

Sequence1 1413959407 Exam #14

Sequence1 1413959495 ED reception

Sequence1 1413963726 Storage next to Exam #12

Sequence1 1413976884 Badge kiosk in staff lounge

Sequence2 1414077631 Badge kiosk in staff lounge

Sequence2 1414103354 ED reception

Sequence2 1414105893 Exam #17

Figure 3.5 is a diagrammatic representation of this sequence extraction method.
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Algorithm 3 Station wise trimmed sequence extraction

Require: shift sequence, shift sequence
Require: station, interesting station
Require: events, interesting events for the station
1: interesting sequence← []
2: new seq ← True
3: for each seq ∈ shift sequence do
4: curr room← seq.room
5: if curr room = station then
6: if new seq then
7: seq t← []
8: seq t.append(seq)
9: new seq ← False

10: else
11: if seq.contains(events) then
12: seq t.append(seq)
13: else
14: interesting sequence.append(seq t)
15: new seq ← True
16: end if
17: end if
18: end if
19: end for
20: return interesting sequence
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Figure 3.5: Station wise trimmed sequence. Station = Station A.

3.2 Labelling

The total number of rooms in the input data is 48 excluding the room type corridor. These
rooms fall under various room types such as examination, station, lab, storage etc. To find
the most common workflow, the room labels are grouped or aggregated and provided with a
common label. We assume this will increase most frequent workflows. Consider two sequences:

sequence 1 Station A - Exam A - Storage A

sequence 2 Station A - Exam B - Storage A

The difference between the sequences is the exam rooms A and B. Despite the difference in the
rooms, the rooms could have been used for the same purpose. By labelling these examination
rooms by a common name say Exam, the difference in the sequence is removed. The modified
sequence is

sequence 1 Station A - Exam - Storage A

sequence 2 Station A - Exam - Storage A

Now with the modified sequence, it is possible to group them as a repetitive sequence. For
the remainder of the chapter various labelling techniques used in this work are discussed. The
labelled sequences will be used in Chapter 4 to find common workflows in the hospital. The
labelled sequences which possess consecutive duplicates such as sequence ‘Exam A - Exam A
- Exam A - Station A’ is restructured as ‘Exam A - Station A’. Multiple consecutive visits
are frequent in this data which can be considered as a single event due to the lack of context
information. With the availability of context information each visit might have a different
motivation or purpose so not suitable to consider them as a single event.

3.2.1 Abstract level labelling

In abstract level labelling each room in the data is labelled based on the room type. Sequence
such as visiting an “Exam #1 - Central nurses station - Medication room” will be labelled as
“Examination - Station - Storage” based on the respective room type. The Table 3.5 shows
how the labelled extracted shift sequence from Table 3.1. This labelling method is used to
group abstract workflows thereby help to find general workflows among the room types.
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Table 3.5: Shift sequence with abstract level labelling

Badge ID Unix time Label Timespent(sec)

Shift 1 1413932319 Badge 126

Shift 1 1413952637 Station 113

Shift 1 1413959330 Station 4

Shift 1 1413959407 Exam 51

Shift 1 1413959495 Station 3.6

Shift 1 1413963726 Storage 54

Shift 1 1413976884 Badge 2

Shift 2 1414077631 Badge 12

Shift 2 1414103354 Station 5

Shift 2 1414105893 Exam 36

Shift 2 1414107035 Station 4

3.2.2 Feature based labels

The labelling is based on the location of the room, the frequency of visits and the time spent
in the room. The frequency of visits is the number of times a particular room is visited. The
visits to the room is differentiated by including the time spend in the room. As specified by
the ground truth in Figure 3.6, zone wise labelling is performed for the examination rooms
that are located around a particular station.

The following are the steps to label the sequence based on features:

Step 1 The frequency of visit for each room type is calculated. The top most frequently
visited rooms for each room type is found.

Step 2 Based on the time spent in the rooms, the rooms found in step 1 is labelled such that
it includes the room name and the time factor.

Step 3 From the remaining rooms from step 1 and step 2, room type ‘Examination’ is first
labelled based on the zone and then the time factor is added to the label.

Step 4 From the remaining rooms from step 1 and step 2, room type ‘storage’ and ‘Station’
is labelled based on frequency of visits and time factor.

Step 5 From the remaining rooms from step 1 and step 2, room type ‘triage’, ‘badge’ and
‘Lounge’ are labelled based on their room type and time factor.

For instance, in the input data, the central nurse station is most frequently visited. Based
on the steps described above the central nurse station is labelled based on the time factor.
ED reception is of type station and does not fall under the most frequently visited rooms.
It is labelled based on the frequency of visit as high, medium or low. Table 3.6 shows the
threshold based on which a room is labelled as high or medium or low. Similarly other
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Figure 3.6: Ground truth - Zone information. Zone A contain fast track or short stay rooms.
Zone B contain long stay rooms.

rooms are labelled according to the steps described above. Table 3.7 shows the labelling on
extracted shift data from Section 3.1. ‘Central nurses station’ is the most frequently visited
station whereas ‘ED reception’ and ‘Charting area’ are medium visited stations. ‘Exam #20’
and ‘Exam #7’ are not the most visited examination rooms and these rooms are located in
zoneA and zoneB as shown in Figure 3.6. Hence they are labelled based on the zones and the
time spent in the room. Table 3.8 show the labelling result on an interesting event sequence
extraction. The labelled sequence is used in Chapter 4 to find common workflows.

Table 3.6: Frequency range with the labels

Frequency of visits to the room Label

0 - 150 Less

150 - 300 Medium

300 - 500 High

Feature based labelling results in granular data which could be used to find similar work-
flows based on the selected features. In this method the number of labels will increase with
the input sequences.
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Table 3.7: sequence labelled with feature based labels

Badge ID Unix time Label Timespent(sec)

Shift 1 1413932319 Badge greater30 126

Shift 1 1413952637 Central nurses station greater30 113

Shift 1 1413959330 mediumStation less30 4

Shift 1 1413959407 ExamzoneA greater30 51

Shift 1 1413959495 mediumStation less30 3.6

Shift 1 1413963726 Storage next to Exam #12 greater30 54

Shift 1 1413976884 Badge less30 2

Shift 2 1414077631 Badge less3 12

Shift 2 1414103354 mediumStation less30 5

Shift 2 1414105893 ExamzoneB greater30 36

Shift 2 1414107035 mediumStation less30 4

Table 3.8: Interesting event with time window extraction is labelled with feature based labels

Sequence ID Unix time Label

Sequence1 1413959330 mediumStation less30

Sequence1 1413959407 ExamzoneA greater30

Sequence1 1413959495 mediumStation less30

3.2.3 Feature based unique labels

This method of labelling is similar to the labelling method described in Section 3.2.2 but
does not allow duplicate labelling. In this method each visit is considered as a different event
and labelled uniquely. Consider sequence 1- ‘Station A, Exam A, Storage B, Station A’ and
sequence 2 - ‘Station A, Exam A, Storage B, Station A, Storage A, Station A’ in sequence
1 and sequence 2 Station A is visited twice and thrice respectively. There could be various
reasons for multiple visits of a same room in a sequence such as the process itself requires
those multiple visits, extra paths needed as per patients health issue or inadequate resources.
Creating these set of labels help in differentiating each visit to the station. The sequence
labelled in Table 3.8 will be changed as shown in Table 3.9 when labelled according to this
method. This labelling technique creates more labels than Section 3.2.2.

Feature based unique labelling results in granular data which could be used to find similar
workflows based on the selected features. In this method the number of labels will increase
with the input sequences.
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Table 3.9: Interesting event with time window extraction labelled with feature based unique
labels

Sequence ID Unix time Label

Sequence1 1413959330 mediumStation less30

Sequence1 1413959407 ExamzoneA greater30

Sequence1 1413959495 mediumStation less30 1

3.2.4 Room wise labelling

The room wise label is created for the sequences extracted by the three different approaches in
Sections 3.1.2, 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 correspondingly. In this labelling technique given an interesting
event or a particular room, for all the occurrences of the interesting event the immediate tran-
sition is obtained. For instance if the interesting event is ‘Charting area’ for all occurrences of
charting area the immediate next visit to another room is captured forming an event set. The
rooms which are visited after visiting Charting area is obtained along with the frequency of
such visits. All the obtained event sets are then grouped and labelled based on the geological
location. Thus preserving the information such as which set of exam rooms are visited rather
than room of type examination was visited.

Figure 3.7 shows an illustration for labelling the interesting event ’Charting area’. The
figure is explained below.

• The central nurse station is the most frequently visited station in the hospital. For an
interesting event selected the two step transition of ‘Interesting event - Central nurses
Station’ has the highest count of occurrences. This is because the central nurses station
functions as a major station where all the process or procedures performed are reported.
Hence central nurses station is provided with unique label due to the involvement in all
the process.

• Exam #26 (25), Exam #20 (22), Exam #25 (21), Exam #24 (17), Exam #21 (18),
Exam #23 (15) and Exam #22 (12) are exam rooms which are located at the near-
est proximity for Charting area (28) and these exam rooms are labelled as ‘Exam-
Room Zone1 28’. ’Exam #10 (128)’ which are present further from charting area as
shown in Figure 2.1 are grouped as ‘ExamRoom Zone3 28’.

• The rooms of type storage are grouped and labelled as ‘Storage Room’ or provided with
unique labels based on their frequency count and location.

• The rooms of type badge, lounge and triage are all represented separately since number
of rooms under these room types are less such as 1, 1 and 2 respectively.

• Similarly the rest of the labels are created based on their frequency count and their
distance from the station of interest.

As seen in Figure 3.7 the number of visits to storage rooms ‘Storage office opposite to
staff lounge (148)’, ‘Nourishment (151) ’, ‘Storage opposite to Exam #1 (51)’, ‘Medication
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room (91)’ and ‘Storage next to Exam #12 (131)’ are minimum when compared with the ex-
amination visits. Extracted workflows from the sequences labelled by this technique features
the group of examination rooms and the room of type storage visited.

Figure 3.7: Label creation with respect to station and storage clubbed

The Figure 3.8 is also obtained by the similar procedure used for Figure 3.7 except that
the all storage rooms are not provided with a common label ‘StorageRoom’ i.e. each storage
room is provided with different labels based on their frequency and location. Extracted
workflows from the sequences labelled by this technique features the interesting events, group
of examination rooms visited after visiting the interesting event and group of storage rooms
visited.

The labels generated are based on the frequency of visits from the interesting event and
whether the room is located at the nearest proximity to the interesting event. This labelling
is performed based on the assumption that after a nurse visits a station the next few rooms
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Figure 3.8: Label creation with respect to station and storage not clubbed

visited by the nurse are located the near to the station.

3.2.5 Unique identification number for labels

The labels created as per the Section 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 are provided with unique identi-
fication numbers so that the data can be directly used in algorithms employed in Chapter 4
to identify common workflows. A sample identification number generated is shown in Table
3.10. An example sequence 1 - ‘Exam #16 less 30 - lessStation less30 - Exam #17 greater30
- Exam #16 less 30 ’ is converted into ‘3 - 4 - 5 - 4’ in accordance with the Table 3.10. This
is used when the number of events exceeds the count 26.
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Table 3.10: Unique identification number generated for the labels created

Room Unique identification number

Central nurses station less30 1

Exam #16 greater30 less30 2

Exam #16 less30 less30 3

lessStation less30 less30 4

Exam #17 greater30 5

3.2.6 Unique identification alphabets for Labels created

The Labels created as per the Section 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 is provided with unique alphabets
so that the data can be directly used in algorithms employed in Chapter 4. The choice to
provide a unique number or an alphabet depends on the number of unique events in the
sequence. A sample identification alphabet generated is shown in Table 3.11. For example
sequence 1 - ‘Exam #16 less 30 - lessStation less30 - Exam #17 greater30 - Exam #16 less 30
’ is converted into such as ‘c - d - e - d’ in accordance with the Table 3.11. This is used in
cases where the number of events is less than 26 and when Levenshtein distance is used to
find the difference between two sequences in string format such as ‘ief’ and ‘fieif’.

Table 3.11: Unique identification alphabets generated for the labels created

Room Unique identification alphabets

Central nurses station less30 a

Exam #16 greater30 less30 b

Exam #16 less30 less30 c

lessStation less30 less30 d

Exam #17 greater30 e
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Chapter 4

Workflow Extraction

Data mining techniques are applied on the extracted and labelled sequences to identify com-
mon workflows from Chapter 3. In this chapter various workflow extraction techniques im-
plemented in this project are discussed.

4.1 Existing algorithms

The sequences from which the workflows needs to be discovered are converted to the input
format required for the existing mining algorithms discussed in Section 1.5. The frequent
itemsets or sequential pattern obtained represents the frequent work flows based on the user
specified minimum support values. A minimum support value is specified in the range of 0 to
1. Setting the minimum support to 0.2 means the frequent itemset or patterns extracted are
at least present in the 20% of the overall extracted sequences. The minimum support value
will handle the noise in the input by removing the less frequent paths. The patterns which
match the minimum support are extracted. The flow chart of this implementation with a
sample sequence extracted is shown in Figure 4.1.

The most frequent itemset algorithm provides an association rule results which in this do-
main could be explained as when a nurse visits a particular room say ‘Charting area’ he/she
most often visits ‘Exam #21’ and sequential workflow mined provides a result which depicts
a combination of rooms frequently visited in the same order. For example ‘Charting area
- Exam #21 - Charting area’ could be a sequential workflow that occurs more often. The
frequent itemset and sequential patterns algorithm was implemented using [27].

Low minimum support value extracts more number of workflows with lesser support values
whereas a high minimum support value extracts less number of workflows with higher support
values. During the analysis we found Since Exam #16 was frequently visited and hence it
was chosen as interesting event. For an interesting event ‘Exam #16 less30’ with a minimum
support value of 30%, if the output of the algorithm contains 228 extracted sequences, the fre-
quent itemset or sequential pattern selected must be at least present 68 times to be a suitable
candidate. For a minimum support of 50% - 100% the workflows extracted are few in number
and the maximum length of the workflows is almost always 1. We are interest in workflows
that are atleast 3 length sequences for identifying workflows. For a minimum support below
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30% few workflows with maximum length 3 is observed. The existing algorithm that were
used in this project are discussed below:

4.1.1 GSP, Prefixspan, Spade and Lapin

GSP, Prefixspan, Spade and Lapin algorithms are used to find the most common sequential
patterns in a sequential data [10]. The extracted sequences are labelled based on features. The
labelled sequences are converted to the input format required for the algorithms. Sequence
1, 2, 3 was converted with space delimiters such as 1 -1 2 -1 3 -1 -2 where -1 indicates an
event in a sequence and -2 indicates a start of a new. Despite the difference in the algorithm
extraction techniques the results obtained by all these algorithms were similar due to the
input data. These algorithm initially searches for one length frequent pattern candidates and
then extends their length. The algorithm stops when no more frequent pattern are obtained.

Table 4.2 show the results for existing algorithms for 1, 3 and 5 minute time window
respectively. For a 5 minute time window and a minimum support value set to 30%, the
algorithms identifies 15 sequential workflow out of which there are 5 instances of a sequence
workflow of length 1, 9 instances of a sequence workflow of length 2, 1 instances of a sequence
workflow of length 3. For feature based labelling with no duplicates, the algorithm provides
13 sequential workflow out of which there are 7 instances of a sequence workflow of length
1, 6 instances of a sequence workflow of length 2. Similarly with abstract level labels the
algorithm identifies 9 sequential workflow out which there are 4 instances of a sequence work-
flow of length 1 and 5 instances of a sequence workflow of length 2. The maximum length of
extracted workflow in 1, 3 and 5 minute time window are 1, 2 and 3. If the time window is
increased events that are not related could be captured that could negatively influence the
extracted sequence or the item sets.
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Figure 4.1: Process diagram for implementation of existing algorithm

Low minimum support will produce higher number of sequential workflows but these re-
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sults are not valid due to their minimum occurrences in the data. The sequential workflow
extracted for a 5 minute time window has workflow length range of one - three, consist-
ing of events Exam #16 less30(Interesting Event), Exam #16 greater30, Central nurses sta-
tion less30, Central nurses station greater30 and ZoneB less30. The sequential workflows such
as 1 - 1 or 3 - 3 obtained could be a valid workflow but we are not interested in consecutive
duplicate events i.e. visiting a room two consecutive times will be considered as one event.
The consecutive duplicates could be an interesting workflow when the context information
such as the reason for visiting the room is available. For example sequence ‘Exam - Exam’
could be converted as ‘Exam (Check patient) - Exam (Provide treatment)’ if provided with
such context information. Due to the lack of this information the consecutive visits are con-
verted as a single event such as ‘Exam’. From the output of the algorithms it is observed that
the most frequent occurring workflows involve events such as Central nurses station, Exam
#16, Storage and Exam. This provides an idea about the most frequent two length sequences
or from to transition between the room types in the hospital.

Table 4.1: Number of workflows and length of the workflows obtained for various labelling

Labelling Number of sequential workflow Maximum length of the Sequential workflow

Abstract level labelling 18 sequential workflow 3 length sequence with 2 unique events

Feature based labels 15 sequential workflow 3 length sequence with 3 unique events

Room wise labelling 17 sequential workflow 3 length sequences with 2 unique events

The Table 4.1 shows the number of sequences and the maximum length of the extracted
sequences obtained for the various labelling approaches. The sequences which are labelled are
extracted for ‘Interesting event = Exam #16’ and ‘Time window = 5 minutes’. The number
of sequential workflow extracted in this method are low in number and the maximum length
of the extracted workflow is 3. We are interested in large number of sequential workflow and
at least 4 or 5 length sequential workflow with three or more events.
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Table 4.2: Sequential workflow extracted for event ‘Exam #16 less30’ for different time win-
dows. The items sets are arranged in the descending order of their support. e.g., In 3-
#SUP:102, 3 represent a event and #SUP:102 is the support for that event. Event number
to event label mapping is shown in Appendix A

Time window Feature based labels Feature based unique labels Abstract labels

1 min
2-#SUP:254 2-#SUP:148 -

3-#SUP:102 3-#SUP:82 -

3 min

3-#SUP:236 3-#SUP:228 -

1-#SUP:137 1-#SUP:136 -

5-#SUP:137 10-#SUP:124 -

2-#SUP:99 2-#SUP:94 -

5-3-#SUP:114 6-#SUP:67 -

3-1-#SUP:105 5-#SUP:66 -

1-3-#SUP:101 10-3-#SUP:95 -

2-3-#SUP:82 1-3-#SUP:73 -

- 1-6-#SUP:67 -

- 3-5-#SUP:66 -

5 min

3-#SUP:228 1-#SUP:161 2-#SUP:228

1-#SUP:161 3-#SUP:224 1-#SUP:161

6-#SUP:156 14-#SUP:153 5-#SUP:112

2-#SUP:112 2-#SUP:111 4-#SUP:72

10-#SUP:72 5-#SUP:82 2-1-#SUP:124

6-3-#SUP:132 6-#SUP:81 1-2-#SUP:115

3-1-#SUP:124 19-#SUP:72 2-5#SUP:85

1-3-#SUP:115 14-3-#SUP:119 1-1#SUP:77

6-1-#SUP:95 1-3-#SUP:86 5-2#SUP:74

2-3-#SUP:91 3-5-#SUP:82 -

3-6-#SUP:85 1-6-#SUP:81 -

1-1-#SUP:81 14-1-#SUP:79 -

3-3-#SUP:82 3-1-#SUP:75 -

3-2-#SUP:75 - -

6-3-1-#SUP:77 - -

4.2 Frequency matrix

This method was developed to extract sequential workflowss by handling noise in the data
and by avoiding consecutive duplicates in the workflows. The noise in the sequences could be
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the deviations between the sequences for example consider three sequences below:

Sequence 1 : Exam - Station B - Exam - Storage - Station A

Sequence 2 : Exam - Station B - Exam - Station A

Sequence 3 : Exam - Station B - Exam - Station A

Figure 4.2: Frequency matrix creation

Sequence 2 and 3 are similar sequences with the same set of events, whereas Sequence 1
has a deviation of visiting Storage before visiting Station A. This deviation in Sequence 1 can
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be validated based on the frequency of occurrences of the workflow ‘Exam - Storage’. Storage
can be eliminated if it is a less frequent event based on the transition frequency.

Figure 4.2 shows the overall process with a sample sequence extracted for an interesting
event ‘Exam #16 less30’ for time window of 5 minutes. The sequence is extracted from the
input data and labelled. The labelled sequence is converted into a tuple format. The tu-
ple formatted sequence is used to create an initial frequency matrix based on which a noise
eliminated sequence is generated. The updated frequency matrix has few values which has
increased when compared to the initial frequency matrix.

The steps performed in this method are discussed in detail below.

Step 1 Sequence is extracted for an interesting event based on a time window as defined in
Section 3.1.2.

Step 2 Extracted sequences are labelled based as per Section 3.2.2 and these labelled se-
quences are converted into numerical sequences as per Section 3.2.5.

Step 3 Consecutive duplicate events in the sequences are considered as a single event e.g. a
sequence (1, 2, 3, 3, 1, 1, 2) is converted into (1, 2, 3, 1, 2).

Step 4 The numerical sequences are converted into a from–to tuple sequences format i.e.sequence
(1, 2, 3, 1, 2) is modified as (1, 2),(2, 3),(3, 1),(1, 2).

Step 5 A square matrix of dimension n×n is created, where n is the total number of unique
identification numbers obtained from labelling in step 2. For each element of these
from–to tuple sequences, the square matrix is updated with their count of occurrences.
The initial matrix has all the from–to tuple steps from the extracted sequence and their
frequency of occurrences. A sequence (1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 1), (1, 2) can be represented in
the matrix form as shown in figure 4.3. Higher the matrix value, higher the occurrences
of that particular transaction in all the sequences extracted.

Figure 4.3: Example initial frequency matrix

Step 6 The user specified minimum support is used to eliminate less frequent event which
are the deviations or noise in the data.

Step 7 Loop through the from–to tuple sequences for each element check the previous and
next elements. Create a new sequence by eliminating the elements or events with in an
element which doesn’t satisfy the minimum support value assigned. Consider sequence
(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 3), (3, 1), (1, 2) in which (1, 2),(2, 3),(3, 1),(1 ,2) satisfies the
and (3, 4),(4, 3) doesn’t satisfy minimum support value. For (3, 4) it checks whether
the previous element (2, 3) and next element (4, 3) satisfies the condition. Since the
next element doesn’t satisfy the condition the event 4 can be eliminated from tuple (3,
4).
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Step 8 These new noise eliminated sequences are converted into a from–to tuple using step
4 till step 5 which results in an updated frequency matrix.

Step 9 When there are no more updates to the frequency matrix the iteration stops.

The updated frequency matrix obtained for various minimum support values such as 10,
20 and 30 are plotted and the graph is shown in the Figures4.4. The x-axis in this graph
represents the from–to transition. For example 1 - 3 represent a event tuple and the mapping
from a event to a label is Central nurses station less30 - Exam #16 less30. The mapping from
events to labels can be found in the appendix A. The graph obtained for various minimum
support values show that the top 6 from–to transition are 1 - 3, 3 - 1, 2 - 3, 3 - 2, 2 - 1
and 1 - 2. This is similar to the result obtained in Section 4.1 for a 5 minute time windows
which are 1 - 3, 3 - 1, 2 - 3, 3 - 2, 2 - 1, 1 - 2 excluding the consecutive workflows. Similarly
the extracted three length sequences were also the same. Though the extracted two length
sequences are large in number their transition values were high only for few of them. Also,
most of the extracted workflows does not represent the most frequent workflows related to
the interesting event and hence further exploration with this method was not performed.

Figure 4.4: Frequency matrix values obtained for various minimum support such as 10, 20
and 30

4.3 LCSS applied on shift sequences

In the hospital irrespective of the different workflows or paths taken by the nurses it is
expected that for the same treatment procedure almost similar work flow is followed. For
example certain nurses perform a regular check on the patients admitted in the wards. These
repeated routines can be captured. Longest Common Subsequence (LCSS) is used to find
the longest subsequences common between two sequences based on their similarity measure.
LCSS is performed to identify similar workflow or routines within nurses in the shift to
obtain shift sequence clusters. Abstract labelling is performed to improve similarities between
workflows. The longest common subsequences are found for all permutations of these labelled
sequences. LCSS handles the noise between the sequences based on a similarity measure.
This similarity measure can be defined in multiple ways such as the permutation which as the
longest LCSS or based on the similarity measure described in [19] or based on the similarity
measure described in [4]. These LCSS results are clustered using K–moving path clustering
algorithm which provides K different paths in the hospital [19]. Each path represent a work
flow. The steps involved in this process are as follows:
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1. Shift sequence is extracted from the input data based on approach described in Section
3.1.1.

2. Extracted shift sequences are labelled according to Section 3.2.1

3. For all sequences permutations perform Longest common subsequence (LCSS) extrac-
tion and select the suitable LCSS based on similarity measure.

4. Cluster the LCSS obtained from step 3.

Figure 4.5 shows the process diagram of the steps described above.

Figure 4.5: Process diagram for LCSS applied on shift sequences

On an average the length of a shift sequence was 300. Since the length of the extracted
sequences were big, the LCSS obtained from these sequences were also of larger length val-
ues. This is because of the dynamic behavior of nurses within the emergency department
that makes the sequences very dissimilar. A similarity check on such a sequence results in
low similarity value. When similarity threshold is defined as 60%, no LCSS sequences were
extracted. The similarity range was between 0.2 − 0.5 for the LCSS extracted sequences.
Hence all the extracted LCSS sequences based on the abstract labelled shift sequences are
not representative of an actual common workflow and hence can be discarded. In addition to
the dissimilarity in the extracted sequence, with abstract labelling granular workflow informa-
tion is lost in the obtained LCSS. The workflows only represent the room types and it is not
sufficient enough to differentiate one shift from another. K-moving path clustering algorithm
4 is performed to obtain the clusters, where each of the K clusters represent workflows or
routines followed by all the members of the cluster. Appendix A provides the complete results
for LCSS applied on shift sequence with low similarity measures.

Since the behavior of the nurses within the emergency department is dynamic, extracting
a part of the entire shift sequence to find the workflows in the hospital can be a more suitable
sequence extraction approach to find workflows.
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Algorithm 4 K moving path algorithm [19]

Require: data, sequences
Require: data, K-group
1: Random selection of K-group
2: for each sequenceinsequences do
3: for each K ∈ K − groups do
4: Cluster index← max(LCSS − SIM(sequence,K)
5: Cluster result← Cluster index
6: end for
7: end for
8: return Cluster result

4.4 Hierarchical clustering on room wise labelled sequences

In order to capture a work flow of a nurse, the most frequented rooms are considered. The
assumption is that each of these rooms might deal with patients with a specific health issue.
Thus extracting sequences related to the room, provides a sequence which depicts the work
flow related to the room. Room wise labelling technique is a hybrid between the abstract and
granular level labelling. Abstract and granular labels refers to the labelling performed based
on the room types and the room names respectively. Labelling the station specific sequences
with the common labels generated for the most frequent visited rooms increases the common
workflows. Consider sequences ‘Charting area - Exam #1 - Nourishment’ and ‘Charting area
- Exam #4 - Medication room’ in which ‘Exam #1’ and ‘Exam #4’ are the frequently visited
examinations located near Charting area are labelled as ‘Exam1’. Similarly ‘Nourishment’
and ‘Medication room’ are frequently visited storages are labelled as ‘Storage’. Then these
sequences are labelled as

1. Charting area - Exam1 - Storage

2. Charting area - Exam1 - Storage

Thus increasing the frequency of workflow in the extracted sequences. Clustering is per-
formed to group these labelled sequences. The clusters represent a common work flow paths
or workflows.

Figure 4.6 shows the most frequent rooms in a 2 months period. Almost 30% of the visit
happen to central nurses station. This is because the central nurse station could be a hub
where tasks are allocated or task are reported. By including such a room as an interesting
room, it is possible that the extracted sequence may contain almost all rooms in the data.
From central nurse station the distribution of visiting other rooms is spread widely i.e., the
possibility of visiting all the room from central nurses station. Apart from central nurses
station other frequently visited rooms are considered to determine workflows specific to the
rooms. Though the frequency of visit is not as high as Central nurses station there are few
other interesting rooms in the hospital which can be explored.

The rooms of type station and examination are the interesting event because these room
types might most likely deal with similar patients based on their condition. The badge kiosk
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Figure 4.6: Frequency of occurrences of all the events in the 2 months data

Figure 4.7: Process diagram for clustering interesting event and time window extraction

in staff lounge and Staff lounge are not considered because these are the rooms where nurses
collect their badge ids and take a break respectively. Nourishment and Medication rooms are
not considered because these are storage locations and are captured within the station related
sequences.

Out of all the rooms in the hospital the few rooms which are selected for exploration
are selected based on the steps described below. This is performed to extract room specific
sequential workflows that is not lost in the central nurses station hub.

1. For the interesting room ‘Charting Area’ it is observed that the ‘Central nurses station
(67)’ is visited only 20% and remaining the 80% of the visits are with other rooms in
the hospital. Thus makes this room as a suitable candidate for exploration. Appendix
A.3 show the frequency of visits for the room ‘Charting Area’.
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2. Station ‘ED reception(24)’ and ‘Nurse Station outside Exam #7(104)’ has less visits
to ‘Central nurses station(67)’ and hence suitable candidate for exploration. Appendix
A.3 show the frequency of visits for the Station ‘ED reception(24)’ and ‘Nurse Station
outside Exam #7(104)’.

3. Station ‘Dictation (65)’ and ‘Clinical coordinator (66)’ has nearly 99% of visits to ’Cen-
tral nurses station (67)’ and hence not a suitable candidate for exploration. Appendix
A.3 show the frequency of visits for the Station ‘Dictation (65)’ and ‘Clinical coordinator
(66)’

4. Station ‘EMS Room (132)’ is not the suitable candidate since this room is visited very
rarely i.e. only 27 times during the period of 2 months.

5. Out of all the examination rooms in the hospital ‘Exam #16 (88)’ and ’‘Exam #17 (76)’
are selected since they are the most frequent visited examination room in the hospital
and their corresponding flow or workflow was essential from the domain perspective
thus selected.

The above selected rooms are the major stations and rooms in the hospital process which
are not lost in the central nurse station hub. The term interesting event in these section refers
one of the selected rooms ‘Charting area (28), ED reception (24), Nurse Station outside Exam
#7 (104), Exam #16 (88) or Exam #17 (76)’.

For the selected rooms, sequences are extracted and room wise labelled. This will in-
crease the frequency of repetition in the sequences extracted. LCSS is extracted from these
sequences to obtain the most frequented events. LCSS is performed based on the similarity
measure described in [19] which takes into account the length of the sequences from which the
LCSS was obtained. Clustering is performed on these sequences or LCSS extracted to group
the work flows obtained for a specific room. Consider there are 50 sequences the number
of LCSS values extracted for all permutations of sequences are 2500, out of theses 2500 the
most similar 50 LCSS are selected for each sequence. Clustering can be performed on the 50
sequences extracted or the 2500 LCSS combinations or the 50 best suited LCSS obtained.

Anagram check is performed on the extracted sequences and on the obtained longest com-
mon subsequences. Anagram check combines the episodes existing in the sequences as one
sequence. For example sequences ‘Station104 - Nurse station’ and ‘Nurse station - Station104’
which occurs 120 and 170 times respectively. These two sequences are considered as one se-
quence ‘Nurse station - Station104’ since it has higher repetition with a count of 290. This is
performed because both the sequences involves the same events but visited in different order.
Clustering is based on the similarity between sequences or the LCSS which is calculated by
Levenshtein distance [28].

To the anagram checked sequence the clustering techniques described below are applied.
.

4.4.1 Clustering based on interesting event and time window extraction

In this method the sequence extraction is performed based on interesting event with time in
Section 3.1.3 for the events specified in Section 4.4. In order to capture the sequence around
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the interesting event a time window is used. Since there is no information about the start
and stop of an event, a brute force method of extracting sequences for various time windows
is performed. These extracted sequences vary with the time window. It is expected with
larger time window the repetitions within the sequences are less and vice versa. Extracted
sequences or the LCSS results are checked for anagrams and clustered. The steps below shows
the process involved.

1. Extract interesting event sequences with various time window.

2. Label these sequences based on the room wise labelling.

3. Select a time window which produces more repetitive anagram sequences.

4. Repeat step 1 and step 2 for the selected time window from step 3.

5. Perform Longest common subsequences extraction from sequences.

6. Perform episode checks to combine similar sequences or LCSS.

7. Hierarchical clustering is performed sequences or LCSS obtained from step 6.

The sequences are extracted for Station 104 are labelled as shown in Figure 4.10. These
sequences are confined to a time frame and activities or rooms visited within this time can
be considered as rooms related or task related to the interesting event. Table 4.3 shows an
extract of unique sequences extracted based on the time windows along with their repetition
count. The repetition count for anagram sequences increases. For example consider sequence
‘if’ and ‘fi’ which occurs 120 and 170 times respectively. Here i and f represent an event, then
these two sequences are considered as one sequence ‘fi’ since it has higher repetition count
which is updated with new count 290 (120 + 170). The anagrams sequences are updated
with their frequency normalized to 1. This is calculated by anagrams count of a particular se-
quence divided by total anagrams count. The anagrams table obtained for the sample unique
sequences is shown in Table 4.4. The shorter length sequences maybe present as a subsequence
in other sequence hence these are of higher frequency. The time frame could be determined
by comparing the unique sequences extracted and the unique sequences obtained after ana-
grams. Lesser number of unique anagram indicates more repetition in the time frame. The
Table 4.5 shows that 2 minute time window produces the most number of repeated sequences.
Hence the sequences extracted under 2 minute time window can be considered in further steps.

The sequences extracted for 2 minute time window are clustered using hierarchical clus-
tering. The sequences are clustered based on their string distance calculated by Levenshtein
distance measure.

Figures 4.8, 4.9 and A.12 shows the hierarchical the clusters obtained for top 95% of the
most repeated sequences extracted, overall LCSS and the selected LCSS values along with
the cluster information. Each alphabet in sequence or subsequence shown in these figures
coincides with the labels in the Figure 4.10. For example sequence ‘iea’ represents ‘Station104
- ExamRoom zone1 104 - StorageRoom’.
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Table 4.3: Top 5 Unique sequences extracted with their repetition count on various time
window

Seq.
Repetition count

1 min 2 min 3 min 4 min 5 min

if 167 202 241 300 397

ie 118 135 172 226 310

eif 26 45 59 79 113

ia 37 50 46 66 72

ifa 28 47 51 61 71

Table 4.4: Top 5 unique anagram sequences extracted with their repetition count on various
time window

Anagram seq.
Repetition count

1 min 2 min 3 min 4 min 5 min

if 0.24 0.188 0.168 0.156 0.158

ie 0.175 0.142 0.137 0.137 0.135

eif 0.074 0.075 0.082 0.089 0.098

ia 0.053 0.061 0.050 0.039 0.044

ifa 0.045 0.047 0.038 0.039 0.035

4.4.2 Clustering based on station wise trimmed sequences

The steps followed in this method is very similar to the Section 4.4.1. The difference lies with
the sequence extraction technique. The sequences are extracted as explained in Section 3.1.4.
This sequence extraction technique is not confined within a time window, but confined within
a station region. The steps involved in this process are

1. Extract sequences of interesting event.

2. Label these sequences based on the room wise labelling.

3. Perform Longest common subsequences extraction from sequences.

4. Perform episode checks to combine similar sequences or LCSS.

5. Clustering is performed sequences or LCSS obtained from step 4.

The process diagram is similar to the process diagram shown in Figure 4.7 the sequence
extraction technique differs as specified earlier.

The station trimmed sequences is extracted for station 104 and these sequences are labelled
as per room wise labelling. These sequences and LCSS obtained are clustered. The Figure
4.11, A.13 and 4.12 are the clusters obtained for top 95% of the most repeated sequences,
top 75% of the most repeated selected LCSS and top 95% of the most repeated the overall
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Table 4.5: Unique number of sequences and anagram sequences for station 104 under various
time window

Station 104 1 min. 2 min. 3 min. 4 min. 5 min.

No of unique sequences 131 219 319 407 498

Anagrams sequences 84 127 197 261 326

Percentage of repetition 0.358 0.420 0.382 0.358 0.345

Figure 4.8: Hierarchical clustering on sequences for station 104 (95% of the most frequent
sequences). Clusters displays all sequences related to the interesting event.

LCSS respectively. 100% of the sequences or LCSS are not provided due to complex cluster
structure created. These Figures provide an idea about the cluster created. Each alphabet in
sequence or subsequence shown in these figures coincides with the labels in the Figure 4.10.
For example sequence ‘iea’ represents ‘Station104 - ExamRoom zone1 104 - StorageRoom’

4.4.3 Results

The cluster obtained with interesting event and LCSS show ‘Station 104’, ‘Central nurses sta-
tion’, ‘ExamRoom zone1 104(Examination rooms located near station 104 )’ and ‘storage’ as
the most frequent events. The most frequent sequences and LCSS obtained is a combination
of these events in different lengths and workflows. The cluster obtained from station trimmed
sequences and LCSS values show ‘Station 104’, ‘ExamRoom Zone1 104 (Examinations lo-
cated near station 104)’ and ‘storage’ as the most frequent events. Central nurses station
does not occur in this sequences due to the sequence extraction technique. The most frequent
sequences and LCSS obtained is a combination of all events excluding the other station in
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Figure 4.9: Hierarchical clustering on all LCSS results for station 104 (95% of the most
frequent overall LCSS). Clusters displays the most frequented subsequences in the sequences
extracted for the interesting event.

Figure 4.10: Unique alphabets generated for events extracted in the sequences

different lengths and workflows. Thus Section 4.4.1 provides inter stations and intra station
workflows and Section 4.4.2 provide intra station workflows.

The top 80% of the most repeated sequences from Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 are shown in
Figure 4.13. As specified earlier the second column in this figure doesn’t involve events that
are related to other station in the hospital. These sequences shows the paths taken to visit a
station. The results depict a workflow of a nurse with respect to the station visited or possible
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Figure 4.11: Hierarchical clustering on station trimmed sequences for station 104 (95% of the
most frequent sequences). Clusters displays sequences related to the interesting event.

Figure 4.12: Hierarchical clustering on all LCSS values from station trimmed sequences for
station 104 (95% of the most frequent overall LCSS). Clusters displays the most frequented
subsequences in the sequences extracted for the interesting event.

rooms she might visit. For example sequence ‘ie’ or ‘ei’ is one of the most frequent sequence
where i = ‘Station104’ and e = ‘ExamRoom zone1 104 though this sequence is just a twostep
sequence. This becomes valid if the steps required to treat or check the patient were these
two steps. Similarly longer length sequences could also be validated. For example ‘aeieieieie’
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Figure 4.13: Top 80 percentage of the most repeated sequences extracted from two sequence
extraction

could be a valid sequence or a noise. Valid when the nurses are dealing with a patient who
needs constant monitoring or there is an emergency which creates these multiple visits. Noise
when each ‘ei’ in ‘aeieieieie’ is movement where the nurse deals with different patients with
different issues. If provided with context information such as what activity is performed by
the nurse in a particular room along with the patients condition, then these sequences could
be validated. Due to the lack of these information we are not able to obtain more refined
sequences which indicates a process for a particular treatment procedure. These sequences
and subsequence clusters indicate all the possibilities of work flows involving a particular
station selected.

.
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Chapter 5

Process mining tools

There are many process mining tools existing in the market for process exploration. ProM
[6] and Disco [7] are the process mining tools used in this project. Both ProM and Disco are
plugged with the sequences as cases and the rooms visited in the sequences are the activities
performed in the cases along with their time information. The models that are generated us-
ing ProM and Disco captures the specified percentage of paths and activities. The inductive
visual miner [23] in ProM is used to generate the models that captures the process and its
deviations. The fuzzy miner in ProM is used to produce frequent and faithful process in a
complex dataset [24]. Episode miner [25] discovers the most frequent occurring episodes in
the event logs by using the association of the events to the cases. The Pattern Abstraction
[26] is used to extract the frequent occurring patterns or subsequences within the cases or
across the cases in the event logs along with their metrics such as significance and correlation.
The patterns which have higher similarity are grouped together to form a pattern abstraction.

5.1 Process mining input data

The following are the input data for the process mining tools. Station wise labelling is
performed as shown in Figure 5.1. The labels are created by considering all the stations in
the hospital, aggregating the rooms which are visited frequently from the station and located
at the nearest proximity to the station.

1. Input data 1: Shift sequences without labelling techniques. Each shift is a case and all
the rooms visited are the events performed in that particular case.

2. Input data 2: Shift sequences with abstract labelling as described in Chapter 3.

3. Input data 3: Sequences obtained from Interesting event sequence extraction from time
window by using event time and labelled with room wise labelling as described in Chap-
ter 3.

4. Input data 4: Sequences extracted from station trimmed sequences and labelled with
room wise labelling described in Chapter 3.

5. Input data 5: Shift sequences with labelled as shown in Figure 5.1 and labelled as per
the location and frequency of the rooms with respect to the stations and their room
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type. The rest of the rooms which are not enclosed in boxes in this figure are grouped
based on their room types.

Figure 5.1: Labels for shift sequences based on their location and frequency of visits with
respect to stations
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5.2 Inductive miner

The inductive visual miner works in the principle of divide and conquer of the event logs
provided. The models generated visualizes the processes along with the deviations [23]. The
models are generated with 100% of the activities and 60-80% of the paths (Fraction of paths)
in the sequences. If path frequency set to 100% the models created will try to fit all the cases.
Thus creating a model with a less fitness. Hence a suitable range of path which produces
reasonable model has to be selected. The model can be validated with conformance check.
Conformance check is performed by running the event logs in the model generated to check
how well the cases can be reproduced. The models generated by the inductive visual miner
are checked for the fitness with Replay log on petrinet for conformance analysis. Brighter
blue shaded events in the petrinets are the frequently visited events

The model obtained from process mining tools (ProM and Disco) for Input data 1 de-
scribed in Section 5.1 is a spaghetti model where central nurses station is the most visited
room in the data provided. The spaghetti model is generated due to the large number of
rooms and the dynamic nature of the hospital domain. The Disco statistics for this input
data provides the relative frequency of the 48 rooms in the hospital as shown in Figure 5.2.
Importance of a room can be determined by the number of times a room is visited. The
central nurse station is the most important room whose relative frequency of visits is 30%.
This could be because the processes in the hospital is reported at central nurses station or
processes is assigned from the central nurses station. The remaining 70% is distributed among
the other rooms in the hospital.

When Input data 2 in Section 5.1 is plugged in inductive visual miner it generates a model
which involves all the activities in the data and 75% of the paths. The model is shown in
Figure 5.3. This process model depicts the general flow such as the nurse collects their badge-
id and then go into one or more of the room of type station or triage or storage or exam or
central nurse station. The Disco provides the statistics that identifies the most frequently
visited room types in the hospital. The Disco statistics obtained for Input data 2 is shown
in Figure 5.4. Few of the most frequented room types other than central nurse station are
obtained. Exam rooms are the second most visited room type. There are 25 exam room in
this hospital. The room type station are the third most visited room type. Excluding central
nurses station there are 7 station. Storage rooms seems to be the fourth most visited room
type with 8 storages. The model shows the major rooms in different possibilities to visit
them.

The inductive visual miner produces process model as shown in Figure 5.5. This is ob-
tained for Input data 3 described in Section 5.1. This model is obtained for the ‘Station 104’
i.e., ‘Nurse Station outside Exam #7’ for a 2 minute time window where the time spent is
within the median time. The figure shows that when the station 104 is visited there are certain
rooms which might be visited in addition to this visit. The most visited rooms in this time
window sequences are central nurses station, Station104, ExamZone1 104 and storageRoom.
All the rooms of type storage is considered as storageRoom in this sequences as specified in
Figure 3.7. The green box in the figure indicates the events which occurs in combinations.
For sequences extracted by interesting event for time window extraction the model fails to
capture the storageRoom this is due to the less visits to the storage when considering all the
sequences related to interesting event. Figure B.1 in appendix shows metrics values obtained
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Figure 5.2: Disco statistics obtained from event logs named with room name

Figure 5.3: Inductive visual miner model obtained for shift sequences with abstract level
labelling.

by replaying the log on the model shown in Figure 5.5. The metrics values are within the
range of 0.7 - 0.9.
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statistics for the abstract level labelling.png statistics for the abstract level labelling.png

Figure 5.4: Inductive visual miner model obtained for shift sequences with abstract level
labelling.

The Figure 5.6 is obtained for station 104 with 2 min time window and the labelling is
performed as specified in Figure 3.8 which might provide the information about the most fre-
quented storages visited after of before visiting station 104.The storage room are not captured
in green box of this figure, which is due to the decoupled storage rooms and the less frequency
of visits to the storage. Figure B.2 in appendix shows the metrics values obtained by replaying
the log on the model shown in Figure 5.6. The metrics values are within the range of 0.7 - 0.9.

The model generated for Input data 4 as described Section 5.1 is shown in Figure 5.7. The
sequences extracted captures all possibilities of visiting interesting room with inter station
restriction. The events enclosed in the green boxes are the most frequented events for station
104, which is quite similar to the results obtained in Figure 5.5 except for the Central nurses
station. Figure B.3 in appendix refers to the metrics values obtained by replaying the log on
the model shown in Figure 5.7. The metrics values are within the range of 0.7 - 0.9.

The Input data 5 as per Section 5.1 for a particular badge 58578 produces an output
which depicts the nurse station’s which are frequented the most and the rooms visited in
combinations with that nurse station. The boxes in the Figure 5.8 depicts each nurse station
and the events involved within those nurse station. The figure depicts that there are AND
structures on the models which are related to each station which involves set of events that
are located near to the station. The grey boxes indicate station such as Charting area, Nurse
station outside Exam #7 and central nurses station. The red box includes station clinical
coordinator and dictation whose major transition is to central nurse station.

The models extracted from Interesting event with time window sequences and station
trimmed sequences has AND structures in the process models. The AND structure involves
events which are highly visited from the interesting event and located at the nearest proximity
to the interesting event. The other events are the noises due to the sequence extraction
approaches. The sequences for various badge-id also provides this kind of station specific
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Figure 5.5: Inductive visual miner model for interesting event with time window sequences
labelled with room wise labelling (storage coupled)
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Figure 5.6: Inductive visual miner model for interesting event with time window sequences
labelled with room wise labelling (storage decoupled)
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Figure 5.7: Inductive visual miner model for station trimmed sequences labelled with room
wise labelling (storage coupled)
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processes with different path percentages specified. This could be due to dynamic nature of
hospital domain i.e., standard workflow cannot be maintain in hospital domain due to the
uncertainties.
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Figure 5.8: Inductive visual miner model for shift sequence for badge-id 585678.
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5.3 Fuzzy miner

The Fuzzy miner when plugged in with Input data 5 in Section 5.1 for all the tags in the
hospital generates the model shown in Figure 5.9. The model is obtained by considering the
metrics such as unary significance (frequency significance and routing significance), binary sig-
nificance (frequency significance and distance significance) and proximity correlation (Which
events occur shortly after one another). We are interested in mining concurrent workflows
that display the most significant nodes and edges in in the model. In this figure each boxes
represents the events which are closely related. Different box color represent different station
in the hospital and the rooms which are located in the nearest proximity to that station. All
nodes are marked with their respective significance value and the edge brightness indicates the
edge significance. Edges are provided with metric values of significance and correlation. Thus
Fuzzy miner shows most frequent events in the log and closely related events. Fuzzy miner
provides certain frequent behaviours in the event logs and some high level information. Fuzzy
miner model obtained for all the shift sequences in Figure 5.9 has a conformance percentage
of 52.12%. This lower conformance value due to the dynamic nature of hospital domain. The
regular sequential flow of events is very rare in hospital domain.
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Figure 5.9: Fuzzy miner model for shift sequences with Station wise labelling for all nurse
tags

5.4 Episode miner

The episode mining described in [25] and pattern extraction described in [26] can also be used
to obtain the patterns in the data. The Input data 5 is used for all the nurse badge-id in the
hospital. The episode miner provides episodes based on user specified parameters such as the
threshold value (Frequency of occurrences), minimum and maximum nodes in the episodes.
Nearly most of the episodes discovered by this method consist of events such as Central nurses
station, Exam zone1, Storage. The station which is found in the episode miner is the Central
nurses station because of the frequency of occurrence. Lowering the threshold value will pro-
duce episodes which involve other stations. The episode extracted consist of patterns which
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involve central nurses station and the events related to central nurses station. Few of the
sample episodes extracted along with their threshold value, graph size, number of nodes and
edges are shown in Figure B.4 in appendix. The representative data for the episode results is
shown in Table 5.1

Table 5.1: Representative results obtained from Episode miner

Episodes mined Threshold Graph
size

Node
size

Edge
size

Exam Zone1, Exam Zone1, Central Nurses Sta-
tion,Central Nurses Station,(0,1),(1,2),(2,3)

0.456 7 4 3

Exam Zone1, Exam Zone1, Central Nurses Sta-
tion,Central Nurses Station,(0,1),(1,2),(3,1)

0.456 7 4 3

In the data provided the different room types in the hospital, the number of rooms under
each room type along with the room type description (Intuition and ground truth) is shown
in Table 2.3.

5.5 Pattern Abstraction

The Pattern Abstraction tool plugin helps in finding the various patterns available in the data
along with their frequency of count. We are able to capture the patterns which involves the
most frequently visited ‘Central nurses Station’ and the less frequently visited Station such
as ‘Charting area’, ‘Nurse Station outside Exam#7’ and ‘EDreception’. Few of the patterns
extracted with the frequency count are shown in the Figure B.5. The results obtain shows
the patterns extracted with respect to the various stations in the hospital. The representative
Patterns are shown in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Representative results for Pattern extraction performed in shift sequence with
station wise labelling

Pattern Alphabet Pattern Sequence Set Alphabet count

Central nurse station,
Exam Zone1

Exam Zone1, Exam Zone1,
Exam Zone1, Central nurses
station

12345

Fasttrackexams, Chart-
ing area

Fasttrackexams, Fasttrackex-
ams, Charting area

1609

The patterns which match the user specified frequency range is abstracted to join most
similar patterns and provide a pattern abstraction. The abstracted patterns created from
the patterns are shown in Figure 5.10. These abstract pattern consist of the station and the
events located near the station.
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Figure 5.10: Pattern abstraction obtained from the pattern extracted
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Chapter 6

Discussion and Lessons learnt

This chapter describes the lessons learnt from the results obtained for various combinations
of sequence extraction methods, labelling approaches and workflow extraction techniques.

The aim of the project was to extract, identify and characterize the workflows from the
RTLS data collected within the emergency department of a hospital. The RTLS data com-
prises rooms visited by the employees in the hospital along with the time duration. In this
thesis we implemented several methods to extract workflows from RTLS data that lack con-
text and ground truth information. In order to extract the workflows we

• Developed methods to extract sequences.

• Label the sequences.

• Mine the labelled sequences using workflow extraction techniques or process mining
tools.

The term ‘event’ refers to a specific room or room type in the hospital. One of the
objectives was to extract sequences related to workflow of the employees. For this project we
were interested on the employee nurse, since they are involved in the day to day activities
within the emergency department of the hospital. We used four methods to extract sequences.

Method 1 Extracting the entire shift to study nurses movement in the hospital and extract
the commonalities existing among shifts.

Method 2 Selecting an interesting event and capturing events occurring before and after
the interesting event within a time window to study the localized sequences.

Method 3 Selecting the interesting event with event time and capturing events occurring
before and after the interesting event within a time window to study the localized
sequences.

Method 4 Selecting the interesting event and capturing events which are visited frequently
from the interesting event and located near to the interesting event to study localized
sequences without a time window.

All these sequence extraction methods has few drawbacks. In Method 1, the approach
extracts longer sequences where workflow extraction is difficult due to the dynamic behaviour
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of the nurses in the emergency department. In general scenario a shift in this hospital is
performed for a duration of 12 hours. The shift start when a nurse collects a badge from
the badge kiosk and ends when returns the badge by the end of her shift. In real life these
kind of start and end definitions are not followed strictly. These corner cases had to handled
to extract shift sequences. For Method 2, the assumption is that the steps taken before and
after visiting an interesting event are closely related to the interesting event. The drawback
is due to time window which might extract sequences with less events related to the workflow
or more events unrelated to the workflow. Method 3 is similar to Method 2 additionally
considering the time spent in the event. This method is based on the assumption that the
time spent in the events has influence in the workflows extracted. Method 4 is based on the
assumption that the workflow in the hospital is organised such that when the nurses visit
an interesting event their next few steps are the events which are most frequently visited
from the interesting event and located near the interesting event. If these assumptions does
not hold, the extracted sequence would have fewer events that could be used to determine
workflows. But the obtained workflows are not representative of the actual data. To extract
reliable sequences from the data a definite start and end of the workflow should be known
which is currently not available in the data. A sequence start and end can be defined as

1. Patient entry and exit. The patients information had to be tagged along with the nurses.

2. Employee task start and end. Context information of the task performed by the em-
ployees in the events.

There are 48 events in the hospital workflow data excluding the corridors in the hospital.
With respect to the hospital domain the data is distributed with all possibilities within this
48 events. In this project aggregation was performed using labelling. The different labelling
performed are

Label 1 Based on features e.g. time spend, frequency of visits and based on zones.

Label 2 Based on event types e.g. Exam room labelled as examination.

Label 3 Based on the events which are frequently visited and located at the nearest proximity
with respect to the interesting event.

Label 1 is performed with an assumption that the events which takes approximately sim-
ilar time duration and similar frequency of visits performing similar tasks. Due to the zone
labels there is a possibility of information loss. Label 2 is based on the assumption all events
under specific event type are performing similar task. Thus providing only the most abstract
level labelling. The drawbacks is the information loss of which event is visited. Label 3 is
based on the frequency of visits tagged along with assumption. The event type ‘Station’ are
assumed to deal with different type of patient e.g. Short stay, long stay, specific health con-
dition and the events of similar room type which are closely related (Frequency of visits) and
located in nearest proximity to these station are aggregated. Thus increasing the repetition
of events within the sequence extracted. Even if this assumption is violated the frequency of
visits shows a close relation between the station and the events. Labelling could be skipped
if the ground truth such as which set of events can be grouped based on their functionality
or a general procedure of processes were available.
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Workflow extraction techniques were used to determine workflows from the extracted
and labelled sequence which address the one of the objective of this project. The workflow
extraction techniques implemented in this project are

Technique 1 Existing sequential pattern mining algorithm to extract frequent sequential
workflows in the data.

Technique 2 Frequency matrix to extract sequential workflows.

Technique 3 Extracting Longest common subsequences from the labelled sequences to han-
dle noise in the sequences and clustering to visualize all workflows based on the length
and event similarity.

Technique 4 Process mining tools plugged with sequences to obtain important workflows.

The Technique 1 is performed based on the assumption that existing sequential pattern mining
algorithm are sufficient enough to provide numerous sequential workflows from the hospital
workflow data. This is suitable for large dataset which have frequent workflow. Technique
2 was developed to identify the most frequent sequences of various length which maintained
a strict sequential workflows and disregard sequences with consecutive duplicates. Longest
common subsequence in Technique 3 is performed to eliminate the deviations or noises in the
sequences and extract the most common events. The most repeated event in these workl-
fows are the interesting event and events which are visited frequently from the interesting
event and located near the interesting event. Clustering on the sequences or LCSS provide
a clusters based on the length and events similarity. This method works best for sequences
which have a definite start and end point. In Technique 4 process mining tools such as ProM
and Disco were used to analyse the hospital data to obtain few significant observations or
workflow in the hospital workflow data. ProM plugins such as inductive visual miner, fuzzy
miner, episode miner and pattern abstraction were used.

The Tables 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 provides observation and the results obtained for the different
combinations of Sequence extraction methods, Labels and Workflow extraction techniques.
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Table 6.1: Result discussion for different combinations of Sequence extraction methods, Labels
and Workflow extraction techniques. Sequence extraction methods (1) Shift sequence, (2)
Interesting event with time window, (3) Interesting event with time window using event time
and (4) Selecting interesting event and capturing events that are closely related to interesting
event. Labels (1) feature based labels, (2) Abstract and (3) Closely related events. Workflow
extraction techniques (1) Existing sequential pattern mining algorithm, (2) Frequency matrix,
(3) LCSS and clustering and (4) Process mining tools.

Sequence
type
method

Label Workflow
Extraction
technique

Workflow observations Results

2 1 1 The workflow obtained were few in
number and the maximal length of
these workflows where 3.

Less length patterns
with possibilities infor-
mation loss.

2 1 2 The workflows obtained are similar
to the workflows obtained in column
1 combination.

Less Less number of
workflows with possi-
bilities for information
loss. Implemented in
domain where consec-
utive duplicates in se-
quences are not re-
quired.

1 2, 3, 4 3 The shift sequences provides large
sequences which comprises of vari-
ous possibilities due to the dynamic
nature of the domain. The clusters
are based on the length and frequent
events within the LCSS

Workflows are not rep-
resentative data due to
the low similarity value
obtained in LCSS.

2,3 3 3 The workflow obtained from these
sequences includes all the possible
workflows with different start and
end points which is due to the miss-
ing concrete definition of a sequence
start and end. The workflows which
has a visit to event ‘Storage’ from
sequence extraction method 2 has
lesser frequency values than the se-
quence extraction method 3. This
could be due to the event time inclu-
sion for extracting sequences. The
time spent could be more in cases
where they nurses visit the storage.

Event Storage is most
likely related to the
event Station. The
workflows are organised
such the frequently vis-
ited events from an in-
teresting event are lo-
cated at nearest prox-
imity.
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Table 6.2: Result discussion for different combinations of Sequence extraction methods, Labels
and Workflow extraction techniques. Sequence extraction methods (1) Shift sequence, (2)
Interesting event with time window, (3) Interesting event with time window using event time
and (4) Selecting interesting event and capturing events that are closely related to interesting
event. Labels (1) feature based labels, (2) Abstract and (3) Closely related events. Workflow
extraction techniques (1) Existing sequential pattern mining algorithm, (2) Frequency matrix,
(3) LCSS and clustering and (4) Process mining tools.

Sequence
type
method

Label Workflow
Extraction
technique

Workflow observations Results

2,3 3 4 The models generated by workflow
extraction technique 4 for sequence
extraction method 3 includes event
‘Storage’ in the AND structure
which highlights the most frequent
events, whereas for sequence extrac-
tion method 4 the event ‘Storage’ is
not included in the AND structure.
This could be due to the event time
inclusion for extracting sequences.
The time spent could be more in
cases where they nurses visit the
storage.

Event Storage is most
likely related to the
event Station. The
workflows are organised
such the frequently vis-
ited events from an in-
teresting event are lo-
cated at nearest prox-
imity.

2,3,4 3 3 The workflow obtained from these
sequences includes all the possible
workflows with different start and
end points which is due to the miss-
ing concrete definition of a sequence
start and end. Despite of the miss-
ing sequence definition the work-
flows has repeated events which are
frequently visited from interesting
event and located near the interest-
ing event. Clustering these work-
flows shows all possible workflows
related to the event. Less frequent
workflows involves events which are
located further.

Sequence extraction
methods 2 and 3 pro-
vides the workflows
with inter relation
among the stations,
whereas method 4
shows the intra relation
of the station. The
workflows are organised
such the frequently
visited events from
an interesting event
are located at nearest
proximity.
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Table 6.3: Result discussion for different combinations of Sequence extraction methods, Labels
and Workflow extraction techniques. Sequence extraction methods (1) Shift sequence, (2)
Interesting event with time window, (3) Interesting event with time window using event time
and (4) Selecting interesting event and capturing events that are closely related to interesting
event. Labels (1) feature based labels, (2) Abstract and (3) Closely related events. Workflow
extraction techniques (1) Existing sequential pattern mining algorithm, (2) Frequency matrix,
(3) LCSS and clustering and (4) Process mining tools.

Sequence
type
method

Label Workflow
Extraction
technique

Workflow observations Results

2,3,4 3 4 The models generated by ProM pro-
vides an AND join structure which
includes the events that are fre-
quently visited from the interesting
event and located near the interest-
ing event.

Sequence extraction
methods 2 and 3 pro-
vides the models which
highlights the inter
relation among the
events, whereas method
4 shows the intra rela-
tion of the interesting
event.

1 3 4 The model generated by ProM pro-
vides an general idea of events which
are visited frequently from the in-
teresting event and located near the
interesting event. ProM provides
a pattern abstraction which depicts
the common execution workflows in
the data.

Thus the major events
in the hospitals are
organised such the fre-
quently visited events
from an interesting
event are located at
nearest proximity.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion, General optimization
suggestions and Future work

This Chapter provides the conclusion, general optimization suggestions and future work re-
lated to this project.

7.1 Conclusion

In this work we implemented several sequence extraction methods and labelling approaches
to extract workflows from the RTLS data obtained from the hospital. The term ‘event’ refers
to a specific room or room type in the hospital. Sequences are extracted based on a shift,
interesting event with time window, interesting event with time window using event time and
interesting event with closely related events. The extracted sequences are labelled based on
‘abstract’ (event type), ‘features’ (frequency of visit, time spent and zone wise) and ‘close
events’ (closely related events in terms of frequency of visits and physical location). The
workflows were extracted using existing sequential pattern mining algorithm, clustering on
sequences or longest common subsequences (clustering based on workflow length and event
similarity) and process mining tools. The workflows extracted by applying these methods,
labels and techniques were analysed.

Sequential pattern mining algorithm provided less number of sequential patterns. The
maximal length of these pattern is 3. We are interested in analysing the workflows existing
for interesting event rather frequent candidates. For shift sequences which are labelled with
‘abstract’, ‘feature’ and ‘close events’ when applied on clustering resulted in longer workflows
due to the shift extraction. These workflows are not representative data due to the low LCSS
similarity value obtained.

Clustering sequences or LCSS for interesting event with time window and interesting event
with time window using event time which are labelled with ‘close events’ provides workflows
which consist of events that are closely related to the interesting event. Workflows obtained
from Interesting event with time window consist of high frequent workflows that involve the
event ‘Storage’ and Workflows obtained from Interesting event with time window consist of
less frequent workflows which involve the event ‘Storage’. The ‘Storage’ occurs more often
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with interesting event which exceeds the median time range. Hence it could be possible that
the event ‘Storage’ is related to the interesting event and their workflows are related. Work-
flow clustering provides an idea about the deviations within these workflows, but due to the
lack of context and ground truth this could not be validated. The process model generated
from process mining tools for interesting event with time window comprises of frequent AND
structure highlighting the ‘close events’ which includes event ‘Storage’, but the model gen-
erated for interesting events with time window using event time comprises of frequent AND
structure highlighting the ‘close events’ does not include event ‘Storage’.

The clustering sequences or LCSS for interesting event with closely related events which
are labelled with ‘close events’ provides workflows which consist of events which are closely
related but excluding the event type ‘Station’. i.e., considering an event ‘Station A’ events
closely related to ‘Station A’ are captured excluding other events of type ‘Station’. Thus
restricting visits to other station. Inter station workflows are not captured and the frequent
events are closely related to the interesting station.

The process models generated by ProM for interesting event with closely related events
consist of events which are closely related excluding inter station relations. The models gen-
erated using process mining tools for the shift sequences which are labelled based on ‘close
events’ shows the various interesting events in the hospital and the events which are closely
related to these interesting events. These closely related events are visited often and located
at the nearest proximity to the interesting events.

The major findings are

• Hospital workflows are organised with respect to a event in the hospital. When the
employees visits an interesting event, he/she will mostly likely visit the rooms that are
at nearest proximity to the interesting event.

• Process mining tools that also shows the workflows are localised to the interesting event
which aligns with the results obtained from other workflow extraction techniques.

• Event ‘Storage’ is most likely related to the event ‘Station’.

These results could be validated if the RLTS data was provided with the context informa-
tion or the ground truth. The approaches implemented in this work can be applied to RTLS
data which lack context information in domains such as logistics or shopping to study their
process and optimize them when required.

7.2 General optimization suggestions

Since the ground truth and context information were not available, based on the frequency
some general optimizations are suggested. The stations and the exam rooms in the hospital are
maximum utilized by the nurses. Based on assumption that the task performed in the exam
rooms i.e., treating the patient cannot be skipped or automated. The alternative measures
to reduce the visit to exam rooms cannot be suggested without the context information. The
station tasks might involve

1. Some paper work
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2. Task allocation - The next patient the nurse has to treat or assist.

3. Task updating - Maintaining the chart of the treatment procedures performed for the
patient.

The alternative measures to avoid this repeated visits to the stations can be suggested.
One of the alternative measures could be allocating new stations which share the responsibility
of the stations which are highly utilized. Thus reducing the time spent or the traffic in those
stations. Another measure could be introducing portable hand held electronic device for the
nurses which can be carried around during their shift. These devices could be used to

1. Update the paper work via the electronic device.

2. Alert the nurses with the new patient details via the electronic device.

3. Update the treatment performed for the patient via the electronic device.

7.3 Future work

For future work, dashboard creation with the workflows of treatment procedures for a par-
ticular health condition or task transfer within department with the time statistics can be
created for managerial purposes. This dashboard could be predictive or descriptive with the
time statistics. The RLTS data collection should be modified to capture context information
related to patients health condition and nurse visit (Reason of visit. Few challenges which
might be encountered in this RLTS context information data are

1. Most cases the same nurse might travel with the patient till their exit. In few corner
cases they might be transferred under another nurses care. These cases might introduce
noise in the data.

2. Create clusters for the room activities based on the activity performed by the nurses,
time spent, health conditions severity and the patients personal information. Thus
leading to various clusters with respect to these factors.

Obtaining these set of workflows would be helpful for the hospital management to under-
stand the general procedures performed for a health condition and the deviations taken in
these procedures with respect to the patient. The process optimization could be performed
on these workflows based upon the time and the context. Certain process which incurs lot of
time, the analysis of why and how these could be improved needs to be performed or certain
process which is repeated often can be overlooked to check their necessity or alternative quick
and easier measures could be achieved. The hospital domain is a major cost consuming do-
main. These kind of optimization might play a significant role in reducing the expenses and
increase customer satisfaction.
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Appendix A

Workflow extraction

Additional results from the workflow extraction techniques are provided and discussed in this
appendix.

A.1 Existing algorithms

For a 5 minute time windows the following unique labels were created.

Figure A.1: Unique identification numbers created for labels formed by feature based labels
for 5 minute time window.
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Figure A.2: Unique identification numbers created for labels formed feature based unique
labels for 5 minute time window.

Figure A.3: (a)Sequential pattern obtained for abstract level labelling on interesting event
with time window extraction. (b) The numbers in the patterns shown in Figure a represents
the events.
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A.2 LCSS applied on shift sequences

Figure A.4: Sample sequences with their time and length similarity measures. The similarity
values depreciates due to the time factor.
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Figure A.5: Representative cluster results. The cluster 1 groups nurses who visit ‘Station’ and
‘Examination’ frequently. The cluster 2 groups nurses who visit ‘Examination’ frequently.

A.3 Hierarchical clustering on room wise labelled sequences
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Figure A.6: Frequency of visits for station ‘charting area’

Figure A.7: Frequency of visits for station ‘ED reception’

Figure A.8: Frequency of visits for station ‘Nurse Station outside Exam#7’
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Figure A.9: Frequency of visits for station ‘Clinical coordinator’ and ‘Dictation’
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Figure A.10: Unique sequences extracted with their repetition count on various time window
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Figure A.11: Unique anagram sequences extracted with their repetition count on various time
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Figure A.12: Hierarchical clustering on selected LCSS for station 104 (95% of the most
frequent selected LCSS).Clusters displays the most suitable subsequences in the sequences
extracted for the interesting event.
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Figure A.13: Hierarchical clustering on selected LCSS from station trimmed sequences for
station 104 (75% of the most frequent selected LCSS). Clusters displays the most suitable
subsequences in the sequences extracted for the interesting event.
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A.4 LCSS applied on shift sequences

The shift sequences are extracted from the 2 months data for employee of type nurse. These
shift sequences are labelled by abstract level labelling. There are 488 nurse shift sequences
in this period. LCSS are obtained for these sequences, the suitable LCSS is selected based
on a similarity measure notion. The Figure A.14 shows a similarity measure value based on
length of the LCSS and similarity notion defined in [19] which also considers the length of the
sequences as a similarity factor. In Figure A.4 the similarity measure is obtained as per the
notion defined in [4] which also considers the time spent in the event as a similarity factor.
In Figure A.14 the similarity measure by [19] produces the most reasonable LCSS value s.
Consider the sequence in the third row,the suitable LCSS shown in orange box is larger in
length than the LCSS extracted in the green box. The similarity values obtained from [19]
ranges between 0.28 - 0.5. In Figure A.4 the similarity values decreases due to the additional
factor i.e. time spent in each event. The similarity measure obtained from [4] ranges between
0.24 - 0.5.

Most high similarity between the sequences is determined by similarity measure in [19]
i.e., considering the length of the sequences. Thus considering a valid noise eliminated subse-
quences for clustering. The selected LCSS are clustered based on K moving path algorithm
described in [19]. K was assigned with an initial value of 5 to evaluate how K moving path
clustering works for this data. With the K set to 5, 5 clusters are formed for these LCSS.
The most similar LCSS are grouped. Two of the LCSS clusters created along with their few
of their members are shown in Figure A.5. The clusters1 are nurses who visit 3 numerous
time in their shift. 3 represents the room type station. The clusters 2 has nurses who visit 5
numerous time in their shift. 5 represents the room type examination. Thus these clusters do
not represent a process work flow but is the repeated events or repeated patterns within these
room types. When provided with different K values such as 3, 5 and 10 the clusters created
differs with respect to the length of the shift sequence and frequent events in the shift sequence.

The results obtained are very large common steps taken by nurses throughout their shift.
These shift sequences will be useful to differentiate the nurses based on their overall move-
ment during their shift. Work flows from these sequences are the set of room types visited or
few constant repeated subsequences such as ‘Station - Exam - Station - Exam’ or ‘Station -
Exam - Storage’ thus depicts the room types a nurse might enter before and after visiting a
particular room type. These shift sequences provides the general work flows with respect to
the room types in the hospital i.e., types of room and various permutations possible within
these room types in the hospital.
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Figure A.14: Sample sequences with their length similarity measure. Figure a represents the
similarity values by LCSS length. The orange box shows the most similar sequence which
is large in length. Figure b represents the similarity values obtained by LCSS length and
sequences length. The green box shows the most similar sequence which is smaller in length
when compared with the sequence enclosed in orange box.
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Appendix B

Process mining tools

Figure B.1: Inductive miner model with quality metrics for interesting event time window
sequences (Storage clubbed)
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Figure B.2: Inductive miner model with quality metrics for interesting event time window
sequences (Storage decoupled)
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Figure B.3: Inductive miner model with quality metrics for station trimmed sequences
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Figure B.4: Episode mining performed on shift sequence with station wise labelling. The first
column shows the episode along with their graph connection. The number indicates the index
position of the events. The second, third, fourth and fifth column in the figure represents
frequency count of the patterns, graph size, node size and edge size respectively.
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Figure B.5: Pattern extraction performed in shift sequence with station wise labelling
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